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Process Paper
Originality and intrigue were my initial prompts for finding my topic. When the Nazi
book burnings came to mind, I knew right away that it was perfect for me, not only because it
deals with the fundamental rights of free speech and the press but it also is an important event
that is not often mentioned in the historical realm. I enjoy reading, so I was curious to know how
citizens in Germany responded to this event. Furthermore, my father is German, so I have a
connection to the land, language, and culture that helped me better understand the research
material.
Right from the start of my research, I was intent upon immersing myself in primary
sources to get a feel for the time period and the event. Instead of focusing heavily on statistics, I
wanted to understand how a normal civilian lived in the midst of the propaganda of the time. As
I looked over my sources, certain aspects of my topic, such as censorship in education, caught
my eye more than others, and helped me narrow my topic to areas that interested me more. Time
after time, I came upon wonderful articles from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
that gave me a comprehensive and concise look at the book burnings and censorship. One of my
favorite parts of research was listening to radio broadcasts from the time and watching film
footage that brought the era to life.
When I was younger I was first introduced to historical reenacting through a performance
at the National Constitution Center. Ever since then I have wanted to try this medium of
presenting history to the modern world, and thus chose the performance category for my topic.
During my research I found it difficult to find individuals who would best help me portray my
topic, and so I decided to use an anonymous civilian from Germany during this time to describe
the book burning and effects of propaganda. When I considered what I would include in a
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museum presentation if I were a historical reenactress, I was able to design a performance that
draws the audience into 1943 wartime Germany.
One of the fundamental rights of humans is freedom of speech and the press. Through the
book burnings, a symbolism of the censorship to come, the right to free speech was brutally
trampled by an ideology that recognized the power of words, and sought to extinguish all
conflicting ideas through propaganda and the education system. Early on in this regime, the
people of Germany failed to take on their responsibility as citizens of holding on to their
freedoms, and thus lost them. Because of the intimidating nature of the regime, many citizens
resisted only in small ways. With my performance, I hope to challenge Americans to take the
initiative in preserving the freedoms they want to have, in order to keep them from
slipping away.
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After much searching, I at last found two civilian eyewitness accounts of the book
burning on this German website, including the account of Erich Kästner. This is how I
found out he was an onlooker at the Berlin book burning.
Deutsches Historisches Museum: Dokumentation: Bücherverbrennung, 10.5.1933. Perf. Josef
Goebbels. Chronos Film GmbH, 1933. Newsreel. Dhm.de. Deutsches Historisches
Museum. Web. 24 Jan. 2014. <http://www.dhm.de/medien/lemo/videos/buecher>.
Since this version of the footage of the book burning was from a German website, it did
not have subtitles and so I was able to pay more attention to the visuals than the content
of the speech. I also noticed the chanting of the author's names at the end.
A Display Board Showing the ‘Nuremberg Laws’. 1935. Photograph. Deutsches Historisches
Museum. AnneFrank.org. Anne Frank House, 2014. Web. 24 Jan. 2014.
This photograph showing a poster on the Nuremberg Laws allowed me to see what would
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sickening.
Drossel, Heinz. "Transcript or Notes for Oral History Interview with Heinz Drossel." Interview.
Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 14 May 2007. Web. 14 May 2014.
<http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/att519024_13146>.
In this interview with a man who lived under the Third Reich, the man describes his civil
disobedience in reading the forbidden books in a secret meeting during the book
burnings. Furthermore, he read through Mein Kampf and annotated it with his views. He
believes that the book burnings were only a concern to book-lovers, which brought an
opposing view to my project.
Hahn-Beer, Edith, and Susan Dworkin. The Nazi Officer's Wife: How One Jewish Woman
Survived the Holocaust. New York: Rob Weibach /William Morrow, 1999. Print.
This was a fascinating story of a Jewish lady who married a Nazi officer during the war.
For my project, I incorporated into my performance the fact that she and her neighbors all
listened to foreign radio broadcasts in secret. I was amused to find out that they always
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happened to be very noisy around this time in order to not draw attention to the
broadcast. Also, she tells of how she made her husband listen to the broadcast from
Stalingrad by the BBC in order to hear what was really going on.
Johnson, Eric A., and Karl-Heinz Reuband. What We Knew: Terror, Mass Murder, and
Everyday Life in Nazi Germany. London: John Murray, 2005. Print.
Since I decided to do a performance, I realized I needed to learn how much normal
civilians knew about topics such as the concentration camps, in order to properly portray
my character. This book was the answer, with tons of interviews of people who lived
during the war. I used this as a primary source since I focused exclusively on the
interviews of eyewitnesses.
Kemp, Robert, prod. "War in the Ether: The Ear of Britain." Lord Haw-Haw | The Nazi
Broadcaster Who Threatened Britain. Home Service. 4 Feb. 1940. BBC.co.uk. BBC,
2014. Web. 31 Jan. 2014. <http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/hawhaw/8903.shtml>.
This radio broadcast from the 1940s made me realize how radio was treated just like TV
is now (it used a radio drama to illustrate the message) as well as how propaganda was
recognized by the Allies to be a potent weapon.
Paul Leeser. "Transcript or Notes for Oral History Interview with Paul Leeser." Interview by
Cary Kozberg, Rabbi. Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 14 May 2014. Web. 14 May
2014. <http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/att510474_3810>.
In this interview with an eyewitness to the Third Reich, I learned yet another fascinating
tale about books during the time. During the regime, Goebbels passed an edict that
declared that there were no Jewish veterans who participated in World War I. This man
happened to have books on Jewish veterans from World War I, and preserved them as
proof to counter the outrageous statement.
Pawel, Ursula. "Transcript or Notes for Oral History Interview with Ursula Pawel." Interview.
Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 9 Sept. 2004. Web. 14 May 2014.
<http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/att515580_6002>.
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This interview contained another unique account of an experience with books under the
regime. The lady describes how private houses were being cleansed of undesirable books
(referenced in my performance), and how, one day, she came upon her father burning the
forbidden books so he wouldn't be arrested. She recalls he spoke of them as his "old
friends."
Levy, Jutta. "Oral History Interview with Jutta Levy." Interview by Esther Finder.
Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 27 Aug. 2013. Web. 14 May 2014.
<http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn507574>.
I was thrilled to listen to a large chunk of this interview to hear in detail how life was like
in Germany under Hitler. This lady experienced the book burnings and compared them to
a "rock concert," crazy and unconstrained. She also rejoiced in the freedom she felt when
she came to America after 6 years under Hitler and could freely criticize him.
May, Lydia. "Transcript or Notes for Oral History Interview with Lydia May." Interview by
Charles R. Berry, Dr. Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 14 May 2014. Web. 14 May
2014. <http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/att510479_3815>.
In this interview, May recounts her experience when her house was raided for books Jewish books and other forbidden materials. I was glad to have this eyewitness account to
back up the material presented in my performance.
Nachfolger, Franz Eher. "Die 6. Armee Kämpfte Getreu Ihrem Fahneneid Bis Zum Letzten
Atemzuge." Völkischer Beobachter [München] 4 Feb. 1943: 1. BuchFreund.de. Web. 18
Feb. 2014. <http://www.buchfreund.de/Voelkischer-Beobachter-Kampfblatt-dernationalsozialistischen-Bewegung-Grossdeutschlands-vom-4-Februar-1943-Die-6Armee-kaempfte-getreu-ihrem-Fahneneid-bis-zum-letzten-Atemzuge-ZeitungZeitungsausgabe-n,57610012-buch>.
I printed out the front page of this newspaper from February 4, 1943, as a prop to
illustrate how propaganda was used even for such an event as Stalingrad. After
Stalingrad, many began to doubt that the Nazi-supplied news was reliable, so I chose
1943 for my time setting.
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Nazi Book Burnings Remembered. Prod. BBC News Clip. Perf. Elfriede Brüning. BBC News
Online. BBC, 10 May 2008. Web. 18 Feb. 2014.
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/nazi-book-burnings-remembered/7196.html>.
This was a very interesting short clip that featured a witness to the book burnings,
Elfriede Brüning. It was intriguing to hear about her experience. I also got to see the open
square in front of the University of Berlin as it is now. Since I mainly used this to draw
information from Brüning’s experience, I consider it a primary resource.
Niemoeller, Sybil. Interview by Edith Millman. Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 14 May 2014.
Web. 14 May 2014. <http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/att508735_4130>.
Before coming to this interview, I was under the impression that there was not much
resistance to the regime, apart from the efforts of youth such as the White Rose society.
This interview brought up the Confessing Church, of which this lady was a part of. The
church was a widespread effort to resist Hitler, and thus this piece of evidence brought
more ideas to my project.
Rappaport, Ruth. "Transcript or Notes for Oral History Interview with Ruth Rappaport."
Interview by Gail Schwartz. Collections.ushmm.org. USHMM, 16 May 2014. Web. 14
May 2014. <http://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/att42274_10871>.
Throughout my research, I wanted to find accounts of how people tried to keep books
alive. In this lady's account, she describes how her friends would pass around forbidden
books, reading them and then ripping the pages out. In this way, German people silently
resisted the regime. I refer to this in my performance.
Schmiedel, Leonhard. "Interview with Opa." Interview by AnnaClaire Schmiedel and Thomas
Schmiedel. Telephone interview. 15 June 2014.
With my father translating, I was able to interview my German grandfather about his
experience under the Third Reich. He described the Nazi campaign concerning
“Entartetekunst” (degenerate art), and reflected that the book burnings were a “spiritual
act” to “extinguish thoughts.” He brought up the interesting observation that Hitler’s
agenda focused keeping the people “clean” (culturally, racially, etc.), which can be so
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clearly seen in the propaganda and censorship. Furthermore, he also described the
“Bildersturm,” or, cleansing of art (similar to the removal of forbidden books from
private houses), that I had not previously known about.
Schmiedel, Margot. "Interview with Oma." Interview by AnnaClaire Schmiedel and Thomas
Schmiedel. Telephone interview. 15 June 2014.
With my father translating, I was also able to interview my German grandmother about
her experience under the Third Reich. First, she confirmed my observation that there was
a sense of oppression with regard to free speech. Her family was against Hitler, so her
father exempted her from the Bund Deutscher Mädel on the claims of poor health. He
also listened to the foreign radio in secret and hid the family’s collection of forbidden
books after the book burning.
Tag Attached to a Radio Warning against Listening to Foreign Broadcasts. 1941. Photograph.
Stiftung Haus Der Geschichte. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States
Holocaust Memorial Council, 2014. Web. 18 Feb. 2014. <Tag attached to a radio
warning against listening to foreign broadcasts>.
I printed this radio tag out as one of my props to demonstrate that Nazi’s understood the
power of outside information and sought to forbid it from flowing into Germany. This
was distributed to citizens who had radios at the time.
Triumph Des Willens (1935) - Triumph of the Will. Dir. Leni Riefenstahl. Perf. Adolph Hitler.
1935. Film. YouTube. YouTube, 22 Sept. 2011. Web. 30 Dec. 2013.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHs2coAzLJ8>.
I watched some of this in order to see one of the most famous, or infamous, propaganda
films of the Nazis. It never spared a moment of glorifying Hitler, and gave me a taste of
the film techniques of the day that apparently appealed to many Germans.
United States Holocaust Memorial Council, 2014. Web. 18 Feb. 2014.
<http://www.ushmm.org/learn/timeline-of-events/1933-1938/law-limits-jews-in-publicschools>.Schweitzer, Hans. He Is Guilty for the War. 1943. Bundesarchiv Koblenz (Plak
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003-020-020), Koblenz. National Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. 18 Feb. 2014.
<http://www.ushmm.org/propaganda/archive/poster-guilty-war/>.
I reproduced this poster in my window scene in my set with pastel chalk. The poster is
from 1943, the year when my performance takes place, and demonstrates the ongoing
anti-Semitism.
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. "Combating Holocaust Denial: Evidence of the
Holocaust Presented at Nuremberg: Historical Film Footage." United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Council, 2013.Web. 6 Dec. 2013.
<http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/media_fi.php?ModuleId=10007271&MediaId=5698>.
This original footage of the book burning is one of the several versions I watched that
allowed me to see how the event looked in newsreels and get a feel for the atmosphere of
the night, helping me in my performance. This included a transcript of Dr. Goebbels’s
speech, which I used in my performance.
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. "Law Limits Jews in Public Schools." JungDeutschland: Eine Deutsche Fibel. by Otto Zimmermann, B. Hemprich, M. Dalchow,
and Eugen Osswald. Braunschweig: G. Westermann, 1935.United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum.
I got the poem in the children’s primer from this page. It demonstrates how Hitler
realized the potential of youth to be shaped into the instruments of National Socialism, a
tactic mirrored in many communist and socialist countries.
Wolff, Larry. "Lost Generation." Boston College Magazine Winter 2003: n. pag. BC.edu. The
Trustees of Boston College, 2003. Web. 18 Feb. 2014.
<http://www.buchfreund.de/Voelkischer-Beobachter-Kampfblatt-dernationalsozialistischen-Bewegung-Grossdeutschlands-vom-4-Februar-1943-Die-6Armee-kaempfte-getreu-ihrem-Fahneneid-bis-zum-letzten-Atemzuge-ZeitungZeitungsausgabe-n%2C57610012-buch>.
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I used the picture (at the beginning of this magazine article) of the store-front taken
during the 1930’s as the main inspiration for the window scene in my set. Since the photo
itself is from before World War II, I consider it a primary source.
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Bartoletti, Susan Campbell. Hitler Youth: Growing up in Hitler's Shadow. New York: Scholastic
Nonfiction, 2005. Print.
I really enjoyed reading this book because not only did it give a comprehensive overview
of living under the Nazi regime, it also presented me with a convincing argument that the
youth were the key instruments in the war, brainwashed and used by Hitler for his
purposes. Originally I had wanted to focus on the Hitler Youth, but could not adequately
connect them to my project, so when I read this book I realized that focusing on the
subsequent censorship of education materials after the book burning would allow me to
focus on the youth. I got Hitler’s quote on educating the youth from this book.
BBC World Service, prod. "Degenerate Art and the Nazis." Witness. 4 Nov. 2013. BBC.co.uk.
BBC, 4 Nov. 2013. Web. 24 Jan. 2014. <http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01kg4s9>.
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such as what my costume could look like. I also used a compilation of the soundtrack as
background music for my whole performance.
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YouTube. Web. 1 Apr. 2014.
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DVD.
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NY: Facts on File, 1990. 107-09. Print.
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as books and newspapers, which I had not previously known.
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husband was arrested because of a book.”
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Media, 10 Sept. 2010. Web. 24 Jan. 2014.
<http://www.theguardian.com/books/2010/sep/10/book-burning-quran-history-nazis>.
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it through a modern perspective. I gained insight on the generalizations the public makes
concerning book burning and the history behind events like this.
Hollywood Studio Symphony. The Book Thief Soundtrack Suite. Cond. John Williams. Rec. 10
Nov. 2013. John Williams, 2013. YouTube. Web. 18 Feb. 2014.
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theories on how it was Goebbels, not Hitler, who was the mastermind of the Holocaust. I
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Joseph Goebbels 10. Mai1933.Berliner Opernplatz. Perf. Josef Goebbels. 1933. YouTube. Web.
24 Jan. 2014. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xThYRbsQ888>.
This was one of several versions of the original footage of the book burning. In contrast
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secondary source because, although it was the original footage, the color was conceived
at a later date and thus projects a more-contemporary view of the event.
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Post. TheHuffingtonPost.com, 10 May 2013. Web. 24 Jan. 2014.
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/10/book-burning-inhistory_n_3241108.html#slide=2427765>.
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book burnings in history, and had a main article on the Nazi book burnings. It helped me
visually connect my event to the broader scale of history.
Polastron, Lucien X. Books on Fire: The Destruction of Libraries throughout History. Trans. Jon
E. Graham. Rochester, VT: Inner Traditions, 2007. Print.
Though I found it difficult at first to understand the scale of the facts presented in this
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Holocaust Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Council, 2014. Web.
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Memorial Museum. United States Holocaust Memorial Council, 2014. Web. 18 Feb.
2014. <http://www.ushmm.org/propaganda/>.
This online interactive exhibit powered by the National Holocaust Memorial Museum
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2013. Web. 12 Dec. 2013. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHzM1gXaiVo>.
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Propaganda and Censorship. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, 2013. Web.
24 Nov. 2013. <http://www.ushmm.org/outreach/en/article.php?ModuleId=10007677>.
Of all the resources I looked at, this secondary-source article best summarized the scope
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approach to my topic.
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Columbia, MO: University of Missouri, 2000. 170-83. Google Books. Web. 24 Jan. 2014.
I read a section of this book and gained a much better understanding of the book
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